197.]	DUALITY.
jE&. 4.    Prove that the equation
%A (y> Pi z-~Px} +g/2 (y,p,z- psc} =/3 (#, p, a - jm?)
is reducible to Lagrange's form by changing the variables so that p and y are
the new independent variables and z -px the new dependent variable.
Hence solve the equation
q (y -
.&. 5.    Solve	(s - jp
 (# + 1).
2 + £2.
198. The process of derivation of one differential equation
from another as exhibited in the preceding article is really a trans-
lation into analysis of the geometrical principle of duality between
surfaces. When we take a fixed quadric, which we may denote by
2, then with every surface S there is associated another surface $',
called its polar reciprocal, which is the envelope of the polar planes
with regard to 2 of points on the surface S ; and the surface S is
the polar reciprocal of S', being the envelope of the polar planes
with regard to 2 of points on 8'.
The polar reciprocal of a surface depends on the subsidiary
quadric, 2, and is different for different quadrics ; the quadric
most commonly chosen (on account of the geometrical simplicity)
is a sphere with its centre at the origin of reciprocation.
Let us consider as the subsidiary quadric not a sphere but a
paraboloid of revolution whose equation is

To the tangent plane at a point A on the surface S corresponds
a point A' on the surface S' ; and to the point A corresponds the
tangent plane at A' to /S". Let x, y, z, p, q be the quantities
associated with A ; and X, Y, Z, P, Q the corresponding quantities
associated with A'.
The tangent plane at x> y, z to the given surface S is
 
 
(|f, 77, f being current coordinates) ; and the polar plane of X, Y, Z
with regard to the quadric is
 K
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